
Online Workshop with Patricia Belyea 
Hosted by East Bay Heritage Quilters
Sat, June 25 & Sun, June 26, 2022  |  9am to 4pm PST 

In this two-day Zoom workshop, you learn how to draft 
words to add to a stitch & flip project. Even more fun is 
making your quilt with old jeans and worn-out pants  
(better start collecting them now!). 

Patricia Belyea takes you step-by-step through her pro-
cess of designing lettering and incorporating names or 
words into your strips of upcycled fabric for a stitch & flip 
nap quilt. On the second afternoon, Patricia shares her  
technique for designer facings to finish your project.

Project Size: 50” x 64”

SUPPLY LIST 
express yourself with  
stitch & flip patchwork

SUPPLIES

Sewing machine, 1/4" presser foot, bobbins

Sharp machine needles, not universal needles 

50wt cotton thread

24" gridded rule, 6.5" or 8.5" wide

Suction safety handle (Amazon: Changing Lifestyles 
Safe-er-Grip 11.5” Balance Assist Bar)

Rotary cutter

Freezer paper

Cloth scissors

Seam ripper

Thread snips or small scissors

Lead pencil and good eraser

Pins

Fine black Sharpie

NO BATTING IS NEEDED

FABRICS

Top: 8 pairs of pants

You will be making your quilt top out of old jeans 
and worn-out pants. 

Look for clothes that are a similar weight, such as 
jeans and denim pants. You also want some variety 
in color so your lettering will show up.

Transform the pants into project material by cutting 
out the waistbands, flies, pockets, seams, and hems. 
Do not cut cut the prepped material into strips. We 
will do that in the workshop after you design your 
lettering pattern.

Back: a 50" x 64" piece of fabric

You need backing material for this workshop.

Choose a mid-weight fabric such as denim,  
buckram, or heavy flannel. Or, select a heavy  
cotton or linen tablecloth from your linens drawer.

The size of the backing material needs to be the  
size of your final quilt. If you need to piece fabric  
together to create a big enough back, make the 
seams go across the width (the 50" direction).

For example, sew together two pieces of  
50" x 32 1/4" fabric—along the 50" side—to create  
a 50" x 64" back. 


